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Besáme Mucho
Demi Lovato

OBS: eu tirei a tab e os acordes só de ouvido, então acho que a cifra tá uns
tons abaixo da música original, mas foi o mais parecido que consegui.Então, quem
souber de uma cifra melhor que essa, só corrija :)

Tab Intro
E|--------------------------
A|------------------------12
D|-9-9--11-11--13-13--------            ou A G B D
G|-9--9-11--11-13-----------
B|--------------------------
E|--------------------------
Bb           C#
One time in South America
G#           Eb
Met a boy in Colombia
Bb                   C#
Couldn t understand a word he said
G#                 Eb
So he took my hand instead

Bb                  C#
It was late as we ignored the time
G#                    Eb
Now I can t get this stranger off my mind
Bb                  C#
I think about him when I wear this dress
G#                    Eb
I still smell him in my hair

Fm           F#m              Gm
Was it that heat making you sweat
Bb            C#                           C
Was it the beat of the drum on my heart and my chest

  Bb    G#  C#        Eb
 Eres muy bonita , he says
      Bb      G#       C#         Eb
 No puedo esperar a verte otra vez 
    Bb       G#       C#         Eb
I can t wait till I see you again
          Bb       G#
 Bésame mucho, princesa 
    C#         Eb
And then we dance

                  Bb
He said,  bésame mucho 



       G#         C#        Eb
He kisses my hand and then we dance

(repete tab intro)

Bb                    C#
It was time for me to say goodbye
G#                     Eb
Couldn t stand to look him in the eye
Bb                       C#
Would ve kissed him if I had the time
              G#                 Eb
Could ve have sworn it was on his mind

Fm          F#m
Was it his lips
                 Gm
The way he moves his waste
Bb             C#
His hands on my hips
                C
Oh just a look of desire on his face

  Bb    G#  C#        Eb
 Eres muy bonita , he says
      Bb      G#       C#         Eb
 No puedo esperar a verte otra vez 
    Bb       G#       C#         Eb
I can t wait till I see you again
          Bb       G#
 Bésame mucho, princesa 
    C#         Eb
And then we dance

                  Bb
He said,  bésame mucho 
       G#         C#        Eb
He kisses my hand and then I
       F#       G
Close my eyes for a moment in time
Eb           Fm7
In the blink of the night

                   Eb
I see him in the crowd
                 Fm7
He was nowhere to be found
C#9                   G#
When I turned around
                    Eb
But I swear I can still hear him now

(tab intro)



 Eres muy bonita ,he says
 No puedo esperar a verte otra vez 
    Bb       G#       C#         Eb
I can t wait till I see you again
          Bb       G#
 Bésame mucho, princesa 
    C#         Eb
And then we dance
                  Bb
He said,  bésame mucho 
       G#         C#        Eb
He kisses my hand and then
We dance
(tab intro)
We dance

 Eres muy bonita , he says


